
Silk Roads
Stories of trade, travel and exchange across 
the whole of Asia and into Europe, all the way 
to Durham. 

Ancient Egypt 
Two galleries: one showcasing the highlights of 
our spectacular collection, the other designed 
for families and schools.

Temporary exhibitions 
A varied programme runs throughout the year, 
for more information check our website.

Temporary Exhibitions

Silk Roads

Ancient Egypt 

Reception

Gift Shop

Korea

Japan

Himalayas

South Asia 

South East Asia

China

EXPLORE OUR COLLECTIONS
ACROSS 4 LEVELS 

Japan
Everything from samurai weapons and 
kimono to modern anime cels and 
contemporary art. 

Korea
Musical instruments, furniture, ceramics and 
calligraphy.

Himalayas, South Asia & Southeast Asia 
Exploring, faith, art, crafts and much more across 
this diverse region.

China
From ancient burial jades to exquisitely 
decorated imperial porcelain. Learn more about 
the art and culture of this great civilisation. 
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Visitor Information Your Safety within the Museum

A face covering is to be worn throughout your visit, 
unless you are exempt 

Wash hands regularly and use hand sanitiser available

There is a one-way system in place so please follow  
the directional signage 

Stairs are two-way, keep to your left

Keep 2m apart from other visitors not within  
your party

Admission is for a set time; please ensure you leave 
promptly to allow space for other visitors to enjoy  
the museum

Exploring the Museum
The start of your visit begins on level 1 (lowest level)

After visiting level 1 make your way to the next floor 
(level 2), then visit level 3

Level 4 is the final floor

Please visit each floor in a clockwise direction

We do have a lift available for any visitors with 
accessibility needs
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 We hope that you enjoy your visit today and if you 
have any questions please ask a member of staff 🤓 

durham.ac.uk/oriental.museum

BCE and CE – these abbreviations are used throughout the museum for 
dating.  BCE stands for ‘Before Common Era’ and CE stands for ‘Common Era’. 
The numbering of the years is identical to that used in the BC/AD system, 
so this year is 2021 CE. The cultures represented in this museum have used 
a variety of different dating systems; using BCE/CE allows us to provide a 
common dating scheme for all the objects on display.

Light levels – high light levels cause damage to many fragile objects. For this 
reason the lights in some areas of the museum are kept low.  

Human Remains – views on the proper care, use and display of human 
remains have varied widely over time and across the cultures of the world.  
Several of the cultures represented in this museum have used human 
skeletal remains in the creation of important cultural artefacts and visitors 
should be aware that examples of these are exhibited in the Tibetan and  
Ancient Egyptian displays. Our staff treat all human remains with dignity,  
care and respect.   


